
Tips: Using your 1Map, you will notice that each puzzle has co-ordinates to help you locate thelM if your are stuck. 
Please 1Make sure you put each puzzle back as you found it so other adventurers ca11 take part a11d enjoy. 
Answers ca11 also be found by sca1111i11g the QR code 011 the 1Map. 
O11ce you solve each puzzle, write your answers i11 the boxes 011 the 1Map to figure out the final code to receive your 
prize. We reco1M1Me11d you fi11d the puzzles i11 order. Vo 11ot try a11d use force to ope11 a11y of the puzzles. 

Step 1: Segi11 your journey at the e11tra11ce gate to fhe Surrs show ground. fhis e11tra11ce is found 11ear fhe Srow11 
Cow pub a11d 11ext to the caravan site. 
Follow the path, journeying past the children's outdoor gyl\l trail a11d gradually going uphill. 
Sear right at the top of hill a11d notice a s1Mall stonewall 011 your right. Explore the area until you discover Puzzle o1tl. 

Step 2: Co11ti11ue following the path, desce11di11g slightly towards the weir. Upo11 reaching the weir, take the sharp 
left turn a11d co11ti11ue along the path with the river 011 your right. Co11ti11ue along the path until you reach a wooded 
area close to the water. Puzzle o1t2 is located i11 this wood. 

Step 3: Return to the path a11d co11ti11ue keeping the river 011 your right a11d the canal feeder 011 your left. You 1Must 
locate the carved trolls within the woodland further along this path. Puzzle o1t5 is located 11ear the carved troll 
figures. fo unlock Puzzled you IMUSt explore the surrou11di11gs 11ear the puzzle - there will be 11u1Mbers nearby. 

Step 4: Co11ti11ue 011 the 1Mai11 path heading towards the stone circle the11 cross the gree11 footbridge 011 the left. 
Puzzle o1t4 is located i11 weir I ruins viewing area 011 a post - you 1Must fi11d the right key to ope11 it! 

Step 5: Co11ti11ue along the path following the canal 011 your right a11d passing the tower a11d giant 1Mouse trap 011 
the right below. Vo 11ot descend the ra1Mp of the steps to the 1Mouse trap - co11ti11ue along the trail path until you 
reach the steps the11 cross the road 011 your left a11d take the path opposite the steps. 
Co11ti11ue along this path until you reach a ju11ctio11: search within the trees i11 this location until you fi11d Puzzle o1t5. 

Step 6: Co11ti11ue along the path which ru11s alongside the river passing beneath the viaduct. fhe path loops a11d 
1Meets the viaduct agai11 at a different point. However, before you pass under the viaduct this ti1Me, you should search 
the wooded area to the right. Puzzle o1t6 is located i11 this wooded area - be careful 11ot to drop a11ythi11g with this 
puzzle! fhe 1Method is draw11 011 the box. 

Step 7: Follow the path a11d cross the grass passing the ruins a11d head towards the steps. Ascend the steps a11d 
take a right turn at the top. Head i11 this direction over a stone paved area with cottages 011 the left. O11ce you have 
left the stone paved area, there is a Sl\lall path that leads up to the cottages. Puzzle o1t7 is located within the trees 
011 this path leading to the cottages. 

Step 8: Return to the path you were 011 before locating the last puzzle. Co11ti11ue along the path passing the lodges 
a11d cross the footbridge. fhe chest is located within the trees just before you turn 011 to the road 11ext to the 
La1Mpost Cafe. Enter the code you have collected 011 your 1Map to ope11 it - the chest will ope11 auto1Matically with the 
correct code: do 11ot try a11d force the lid ope11 otherwise it will lock agai11 . fip: Occasionally, you 1May have to enter 
the code a second ti1Me if you have placed pressure 011 the lid. 
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A free family adventure for all ages

You have been assigned the task of helping the environment! 
Locked away in a hidden chest somewhere within the Burrs Country 

Park are packets of wildflower seeds. 
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Tips: Using your map, you will notice that each puzzle has co-ordinates to help you locate them if your are stuck. 
Please make sure you put each puzzle back as you found it so other adventurers can take part and enjoy. 
Answers can also be found by scanning the QR code on the map.
Once you solve each puzzle, write your answers in the boxes on the map to figure out the final code to receive your 
prize.  We recommend you find the puzzles in order. Do not try and use force to open any of the puzzles.

SStep 1: Begin your journey at the entrance gate to The Burrs show ground. This entrance is found near The Brown 
Cow pub and next to the caravan site. 
Follow the path, journeying past the children̒s outdoor gym trail and gradually going uphill. 
Bear right at the top of hill and notice a small stonewall on your right. Explore the area until you discover Puzzle #1.

Step 2: Continue following the path, descending slightly towards the weir. Upon reaching the weir, take the sharp 
left turn and continue along the path with the river on your right. Continue along the path until you reach a wooded 
area close to the water. Puzzle #2 is located in this wood. 

SStep 3: Return to the path and continue keeping the river on your right and the canal feeder on your left. You must 
locate the carved trolls within the woodland further along this path.  Puzzle #3 is located near the carved troll 
figures.  To unlock Puzzle #3 you must explore the surroundings near the puzzle – there will be numbers nearby. 

Step 4: Continue on the main path heading towards the stone circle then cross the green footbridge on the left. 
Puzzle #4 is located in weir / ruins viewing area on a post – you must find the right key to open it!

SStep 5: Continue along the path following the canal on your right and passing the tower and giant mouse trap on 
the right below. Do not descend the ramp of the steps to the mouse trap – continue along the trail path until you 
reach the steps then cross the road on your left and take the path opposite the steps. 
Continue along this path until you reach a junction: search within the trees in this location until you find Puzzle #5. 

SStep 6: Continue along the path which runs alongside the river passing beneath the viaduct. The path loops and 
meets the viaduct again at a different point. However, before you pass under the viaduct this time, you should search 
the wooded area to the right.  Puzzle #6 is located in this wooded area – be careful not to drop anything with this 
puzzle! The method is drawn on the box. 

SStep 7: Follow the path and cross the grass passing the ruins and head towards the steps. Ascend the steps and 
take a right turn at the top. Head in this direction over a stone paved area with cottages on the left. Once you have 
left the stone paved area, there is a small path that leads up to the cottages.  Puzzle #7 is located within the trees 
on this path leading to the cottages. 

SStep 8: Return to the path you were on before locating the last puzzle. Continue along the path passing the lodges 
and cross the footbridge. The chest is located within the trees just before you turn on to the road next to the 
Lampost Cafe.  Enter the code you have collected on your map to open it – the chest will open automatically with the 
correct code: do not try and force the lid open otherwise it will lock again. Tip: Occasionally, you may have to enter 
the code a second time if you have placed pressure on the lid.  
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